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The Maya Temple of the Great faguar in Tikal: Located in the Maya city of Tikat in present-day Guatemata, this
temple was constructed in the eighth century c.r. and excavated by archeologists in the late nineteenth century. lt
served as the tomb of the Tikal ruler jasaw Chan K'awiil | (682-lll). Some r44 feet tall, it was topped by a three-room

temple complex and a huge roofcomb showing the ruler on his throne. Carved on a wooden beam inside the temple
is an image of the ruler protected by a huge jaguar atong with iltustrations of his military victories. (Peter M. witson/Aramy)

CHAPTER SEVEN

"In a [Maya] communiry called Xolep, there was no paper or pencils

where I taught. I started by drawing figures in the dirt.We then taught

letters by forrning them with sticks. One day students brought flower
petals to shape the letters. . . .'When we were able to gather enough

money for notebooks, we gave them to the students and asked them

to report the next day to the tree where we were holding school. . . .

They proudly filed under the teaching tree, notebooks tucked under

their arms, feeling that they were now officially students."'

This incident, reported in rg99 by a participant in an indepen-

dent schools movement among the Maya of southern Mexico, was

a tiny part of an ongoing revival of Maya culture. Despite the col-
lapse of their fanrous classical civilization more than a thousand

years ago, Maya language and folkways have persisted among some

6 million people currently living in Mexico, Belize, Guatemala, and

Honduras.And despite five centuries of repression, exploitation, and

neglect at the hands of Spanish colonizers and the independent

governments that followed, they were now in the midst of what
one writer called "a new time of the Maya."t They were writing
their own histories, celebrating their own culture, creating their
own organizations, and teaching their children to read. The most

dramatic expression of this recent Maya revival was an armed upris-
ing, begun in early ry94 and led by the Zapatista Arnry of National
Liberation. Growing out of long-term social and economic griev-
ances against local landowners and an unresponsive government, that
rebellion stunned Mexico and focused global attention on the pov-
erty and misery of the country's indigenous Maya people. Oncewww.gl
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again, some r,ioo years after the high point of their classical civilization, the Maya
were making history.

FoR MANy pEopLE, THE cLASSTcAL ERA EvoKES most vividly the civilizations
of Eurasia-especially the Greeks and the Romans, the Persians and the Chinese, and

the Indians of South Asia-yet those were not the only classical-era civilizations.
During this period, the Mesoamerican Maya and the Peruvian Moche thrived, as

did several civilizations in Afiica, including Mero6,Axum, and the Niger River valley.

Furthermore, those peoples who did not organtze thernselves around cities or states

likewise had histories of note and alternative ways of constructing their societies,
although they are often neglected in favor of civilizations.This chapter explores the

histories of the varied peoples ofAfrica and theAmericas during the classical era.

On occasion, those histories will extend some centuries beyond the chronological
boundaries of the classical age in Eurasia, because patterns of historical development
around the world did not always coincide precisely.

At the broadest level, however, human cultures evolved in quite similar fashion
around the world. All, of course, were part of that grand process of human migration
that initially peopled the planet. Beginning in Africa, that vast movement of human-
kind subsequently encompassed Eurasia,Australia, the Americas, and Oceania. Almost
everywhere, gathering and hunting long remained the sole basis for sustaining life
and society.Then, on the three supercontinents-Eurasia,Africa, and the Americas-
the momentous turn of the Agricultural Revolution took place independently and
in several distinct areas of each landmass.That revolutionary transformation of human
life subsequently generated,in particularly rich agricultural environnrents ofall three
regions, those rnore complex societies that we know as civilizations, which featured

cities, states, monumental architecture, and great social inequaliry. In these ways, the
historical trajectory of the human journey on the earth has a certain uniry and sim-
ilarity across quite distinct continental regions. At the beginnrng of the Cornmon
Era, that trajectory had generated a total world population of about z5o million
people, substantially less than the current population of the United States alone. By
contemporary standards, it was still a sparsely populated planet.

The world's human population was distributed very unevenly across the three
giant continents, as the Snapshot indicates. If these estimates are even reasonably

accurate, then during the classical era Eurasia was home to more than 8o percent
of the world's people,Africa about Ir percent, and the Americas between 5 and

7 percent. That unevenness in population distribution is part of the reason why
world historians focus more attention on Eurasia than on Africa or the Americas.
Here lies one of the major differences among the continents.

There were other differences as well. The absence of most animals capable of
domestication meant that no pastoral societies developed in the Americas, and no
draft animals were available to pull plows or carts or to carry healy loads for long dis-

tances. Africa lacked wild sheep, goats, chickens, horses, and camels, but its proxim-
iry to Eurasia meant that these animals, once domesticated, became widely available
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$napshot Continental Population in the Classical Era3

(Note: Population figures for such early times are merely estimates and are often
controversial among scholars. Percentages do not always total roo percent due to
rounding.)

Eurasia Africa North Centrat/South Australia/ Total
America America Oceania Wortd

Area (in square miles and as percentage of world total)

2t,o49,ooo rt,5o8,ooo 9,355,ooo 5,88o,ooo z,968,ooo 5t,87o,ooo
6:n

7 753
(o.1"/")

7 252
(o.+V")

7 257
(o.t+Y")

r zo8
(o.S7.)

L 253
(o.q"/r)

(t+t"h) (zz'/') (t87') (tl'/')

Population (in mitlions and as percentage of world total)

24
(tz'/")

to African peoples. Metallurgy in the Americas was likewise far less developed than
in the Eastern Hemisphere, where iron tools and weapons played such an impor-
tant role in economic and nrilitary life. In the Americas, writing was linrited to the
Mesoamerican region and was most highly developed anrong the Maya, whereas in
Africa it was confined to the northern and northeastern parts of the continent dur-
ing the classical era. In Eurasia, by contrast, writing emerged elaborately in rnany
regions. Classical-era civilizations in Africa and the Anrericas were Gwer in number
and generally smaller than those ofEurasia, and larger numbers of their people lived
in communities that did not feature cities and srares.

To illustrate the historical developments of the classical era beyond Eurasia, this
chapter focuses on three regions in Africa and three in the Americas.To what extent
did these histories parallel those of Eurasia? In what ways did they forge new or dif-
ferent paths?

The African Northeast
when historians refer to Africa during the classical era, they are speaking generally
of a geographic concept, a conrinental landmass, and not a cultural identity. cer-
tainly no one livingS on the continent at that tirne thought of himself or herself as
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I Connection
How did the history of
Mero€ and Axum reflect
interaction with
neighborin g civilizations?

an African. Like Eurasia or the Americas,Africa hosted numerous separate societies,

cultures, and civilizations with vast differences among them as well as some inter-
action between them.

Many of these differences grew out of the continent's environmental variations.

Small regions of Mediterranean climate in the northern and southern extremes, large

deserts (the Sahara and the Kalahari), even larger regions ofsavanna grasslands, trop-
ical rain forest in the continent's center, highlands and mountains in eastern Africa-
all of these features, combined with the continent's enormous size, ensured variation

and di{lerence among Africa's many peoples. Africa did, however, have one distinctive

environmental feature: bisected by the equator, it was the most tropical of the world's

three supercontinents. Persistent warnl temperatures caused the rapid decomposition

of vegetable matter called humus, resulting in poorer and less fertile soils and a less

productive agriculture than in the more temperate Eurasia.Those climatic conditions

also spawned numerous disease-carrying insects and parasites, which have long cre-

ated serious health problems in many parts of the continent. It was within these envi-

ronmental constraints that African peoples made their histories.

A further geographic feature shaped African history-its proximiry to Eurasia,

which allowed parts of Africa to interact with Eurasian civilizations. During the

classical era, NorthAfrica was incorporated into the Roman Empire and used to pro-

duce wheat and olives on large estates with slave labor. Christianity spread widely,

giving rise to some of the early Church's most famous marryrs and to one of its most

important theologians, Saint Augustine (3S+-+:o c.r.).The Christian faith found

an even more permanent foothold in the lands now known as Ethiopia.

Arabia was another point of contact with the larger world forAfrican peoples.

The arrival of the domesticated camel, probably from Arabia, generated a nomadic

pastoral way of life among some of the Berber peoples of the western Sahara during

the first three centuries c.g. A little later, camels also made possible trans-Saharan

commerce, which linked interiorWest Africa to the world of Mediterranean civiliza-

tion. Over many centuries, the East African coast was a port of call for Egyptian,

Roman, and Arab merchants, and that region subsequently became an integral part

of Indian Ocean trading networks.

Both the external connections and, more important, the internal development

ofAfrican societies generated various patterns ofhistorical change during the clas-

sical era.Three regions-northeastern Africa, the Niger River basin inWest Africa,

and the vast world of Bantu-speakingAfrica south of the equator-serve to illus-

trate these diflerences and the nany social and cultural experiments spawned by the

peoples of this continent.

Mero\: Continuing a Nile Valley Ciuilization

In the NileValley south of Egypt lay the lands of Nubian civilization, almost as old

as Egypt itself. Over many centuries, Nubians both traded and fought with Egypt,

alternately conquering and being conquered by their northern neighbor. While

borrowing heavily from Egypt, Nubia remained a distinct and separate civilization
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Map7.t Africa in the Classical Era

During the classicaL era, older African civilizations such as Egypt and Nubia persisted and changed, while
new civiLizations emerged in Axum and the Niger Rivervalley. South ofthe equator, Bantu-speaking peo-
ples spread rapidly, creating many new societies and identities.

(see Chapter 3). By the classical era, as Egypt fell under foreign control, Nubian
civfization came to center on the southern ciry of Merod, where it flourished
between 3oo B.c.E. and roo c.E. (see Map 7.r).

Politically, the Kingdom of Merod was governed by an all-powerful and sacred
monarch, a position occasionally conferred on women. In accordance with ancient
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traditions, rulers were buried along with a num-
ber of human sacrificial victims. The city of
Merod and other urban centers housed a wide
variety of economic specialties-merchants,
weavers, potters, and masons, as well as servants,

laborers, and slaves.The smelting of iron and the

manufacture of iron tools and weapons were

especially prominent industries. The rural areas

surrounding Merod were populated by peoples

who practiced some combination of herding and

farrning and paid periodic tribute to the ruler.

Rainfall-based agriculture was possible in Merod,

and consequently farmers were less dependent on

irrigation. This meant that the rural population

A Bracelet from Merod
This gold bracelet, dating to
about roo B.c.E., illustrates

the skilI of Meroe's crafts-
men as weLl as the king-
dom's reputation as one of
the wealthiest states of the
ancient world. (Bracelet with

image of Hathor, Nubian, Meroitic

Period, about 1oo B.r.E. Object

Placer Sudan, Nubia, Gebet

Barkal, furamid 8, Gold, enamel.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,

Harvard University Boston

Museum of Fine Arts Expedition,

20.333. Photograph O 2oo8

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston)

did not need to concentrate so heavily along the Nile and was less directly controlled

from the capital than was the case in Egypt, where state authorities were required

to supervise an irrigation systenl serving a dense population along the river.

The wealth and military power of Merod derived in part from extensive long-
distance trading connections, to the north via the Nile and to the east and west by

means of camel caravans. Its iron weapons and cotton cloth, as well as its access to

gold, ivory, tortoiseshells, and ostrich feathers, gave Merod a reputation for great

riches in the classical world of northeastern Africa and the Mediterranean.The dis-

covery in Merod of a statue of the Roman emperor Augustus, probably seized dur-

ing a raid on Roman Egypt, testifies to contact with the Mediterranean world.

Culturally, Merod seemed to move away from the heavy Egyptian influence of ear-

lier times.A local lion god,Apedemek, grew more prominent than Egyptian deities

such as Isis and Osiris, while the use of Egyptian-style writing declined as a new

and still undeciphered Meroitic script took its place.

In the centuries following Ioo c.E., the Kingdom of Mero€ declined, in part

because of deforestation caused by the need for wood to make charcoal for smelt-

ing iron.The effective end of the Merod phase of Nubian civilization came with the

kingdom's conquest in the 34os c.E. by the neighboring and rising state ofAxum.
In the centuries that followed, three separate Nubian states emerged, and Coptic

(Egyptian) Christianity penetrated the region. For almost a thousand years, Nubia

was a Christian civilization, using Greek as a liturgical language and constructing

churches in Coptic or Byzantine fashion. After t3oo or so, political division,Arab

immigration, and the penetration of Islam eroded this Christian civilization, and

Nubia became part of the growing world of Islam.

Axum:The Making of a Christian Kingdom

If Mero6 and Nubia represented the continuation of an old African civilization,

Axum marked the emergence of a new one. (For various accounts about or from
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Axum, see Documents:Axum and theWorld, pp. 3o7-r5.) Axum lay in the Horn
ofAfrica, in what is now Eritrea and northern Ethiopia (see Map 7.r).Its economic
foundation was a highly productive agriculture that used a plow-based farming sys-

tem, unlike most of the rest of Africa, which relied on the hoe or digging stick.
Axum's agriculture generated substantial amounts of wheat, barley, millet, and teff,
a highly nutritious grain unique to that region. By jo c.E. or so, a substantial state had
emerged, stimulated by its participation in Red Sea and Indian Ocean cornmerce.
At Adulis, then the largest port on the East African coast, a wide range of merchants
sought the products of the African interior-animal hides, rhinoceros horn, ivory
obsidian, tortoiseshells, and slaves. Taxes on this trade provided a major source of
revenue for the Axumite state and the complex society that grew up within it.

The interior capital city, also known as Axum, was a center of monumental
building and royal patronage for the arts. The most famous buildings were huge
stone obelisks, which most likely marked royal graves. Some of them were more
than roo feet tall and at the time were the largest structures in the world hewn from
a single piece of rock.The language used at court, in the towns, and for commerce
was Geez, written in a script derived from South Arabia. The Axumite state exer-
cised a measure of control over the mostly Agaw-speaking people of the country
through a loose administrative structure focusing on the collection of tribute pay-
ments.To the Romans,Axum was the third major empire
within the world they knew, following their own and the
Persian Empire.

Through its connections to Red Sea trade and the
Roman world,particularly Egypt,Axum was introduced to
Christianity in the fourth century c.E. Its monarch at the
time, King Ezana, adopted the new religion about the
same time as Constantine did in the Roman Empire.
Supported by royal authority, Christianiry took roor in
Axum, linking that kingdom religiously to Egypt, where a

distinctive Christian church known as Coptic was already
well established. Although Egypt subsequently became
largely Islamic, reducing its Christian community to a small
minoriry Christianiry maintained a dominant position in
the mountainous terrain of highland Ethiopia and in the
early twenry-first century still represents the faith of per-
haps half of the country's population.

During the fourth through the sixth century c.E.,
Axum mounted a campaign of imperial expansion that
took its forces into the Kingdom of Merod and across the
Red Sea intoYemen in South Arabia. By j7t, the tradi-
tional date for the birth of Muhammad, an Axumite army,
including a number ofAfrican war elephants, had reached
the gates of Mecca, but it was a fairly short-lived imperial

The Columns ofAxum
Dating to the time when
Axum first encountered
Christianity $oo-5oo c.r.),

this column, measuring
some seventy-nine feet tall,
probably served as a funeral
monument for the kingdom's
ancient rulers. (Antonello

Langellotto/T|PS lmages)
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venture.The next several centuries were ones of decline for the Axumite state, owing

partly to environmental changes, such as soil exhaustion, erosion, and deforestation,

brought about by intensive farming. Equally important was the rise of Islam, which

altered trade routes and diminished the revenue available to the Axumite state. Its

last coins were struck in the early seventh century. When the state revived several

centuries later, it was centered farther south on the Ethiopian plateau. There

emerged the Christian church and the state that present-day Ethiopia has inherited,

but the link to ancient Axum was long remembered and revered.

With their long-distance trading connections, urban centers, centralized states,

complex societies, monumental architecture, written languages, and imperial ambi-

tions, both Mero€ andAxum paralleled on a smaller scale the major features of the

classical civilizations of Eurasia. Furthermore, both were in direct contact with the

world of Mediterranean civilizations. Elsewhere in Africa during the classical era,

ouite different histories unfolded.

Along the Niger River: Cities without States

In the middle stretches of the Niger River inWestAfrica, the classical era witnessed

the emergence of a remarkable urbanization (see Map 7.r).A prolonged dry period

during the five centuries after 5oo n.c.r. brought growing numbers of people from

the southern Sahara into the fertile floodplain of the middle Niger in search of more

reliable access to water. Accompanying them were their domesticated cattle, sheep,

and goats; their agricultural skills; and their ironworking technology. Over the cen-

turies of the classical era and beyond (roughly 3oo B.c.E.-goo c.E.),the peoples of
this region created a distinctive ciry-based civilization.The most fully studied of the

urban clusters that grew up along the middle Niger was the city ofJenne-jeno, which
at its high point probably housed more than 4o,ooo people.

Among the most distinctive features of the Niger Valley civilization was the

apparent absence of a corresponding state structure. Unlike the cities of Egypt,

China, the Roman Empire, or Axum, these middle Niger urban centers were not

encompassed within some larger imperial system. Nor were they like the ciry-states

of ancient Mesopotamia, in which each city had its own centralized political struc-

ture, embodied in a monarch and his accompanying bureaucracy. According to a

leading historian of the region, they were "cities without citadels," complex urban

centers that apparently operated without the coercive authoriry of a state, for arche-

ologists have found in their remains few signs of despotic power, widespread war-

fare, or deep social inequalities.a In this respect, these urban centers resemble the

early cities of the IndusValley civilization, where likewise little archeological evidence

of centralized state structures has been found (see Chapter 3).

In place of such hierarchical organization, Jenne-jeno and other cities of the

region emerged as clusters of economically specialized settlements surrounding a

larger central town.The earliest and most prestigious of these specialized occupations

I Description
How does the experience

of the Niger Vatley

challenge conventional
notions of "civilization"?
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was iron smithing. working with fire and earth (ore) ro produce this highly useful
metal, the smiths of the Niger valley were both feared and revered. Archeologist
Roderick Mclntosh, a leading figure in rhe excavation ofJenne-jeno, argued that
"their knowledge of the transforming arts-earth to metal, insubstantial fire to the
mass of iron-was the key to a secret, occult realm of immense power and immense
danger."5

other specializations followed. villages of cotton weavers, potters, leather
workers, and griots (praise-singers who preserved and recited the oral traditions
of their societies) grew up around the central towns. Gradually these urban
artisan communities became occupational castes, whose members passed their
jobs and skills to their children and could marry only within their own group.
In the surrounding rural areas, as in all urban-based civilizations, farmers tilled
the soil and raised their animals, but specialization also occurred in farming as

various ethnic groups focused on fishing, rice cultivation, or some other agri-
cultural pursuit. At least for a time, these middle Niger cities represented an
African alternative to an oppressive state, which in many parts of the world
accompanied an increasingly complex urban economy and society. A series of
distinct and specialized economic groups shared authority and voluntarily used
the services of one another, while maintaining their own identities through
physical separation.

Accompanying this unique urbanization, and no doubt stimulating it, was a
growing network of indigenous v/est African commerce. The middle Niger flood-
plain supported a rich agriculture and had clay for pottery, but it lacked stone, iron
ore, salt, and fuel. This scarciry of resources was the basis for long-distance com-
merce, which operated by boat along the Niger River and overland by donkey to
the north and south. Iron ore from more than 5o miles away, copper from mines
zoo miles distant, gold from even more distant sources, stones and salt from the
sahara-all of these items have been found inJenne-jeno,in return no doubt for
grain, fish, smoked meats, iron implements, and other staples.Jenne-jeno itself was
an important transshipment point in this commerce, in which goods were trans_
ferred from boat to donkey or vice versa. By the 5oos c.E., there is evidence of an
even wider commerce and at least indirect contact, from Mauritania in the west to
present-day Mali and Burkina-Faso in the east.

In the second millennium c.E., new historical patterns developed inWest Africa
(see chapter 8).A number of large-scale srates or empires emerged in the region-
Ghana, Mali, and Songhay, among the most well known.At least partially responsible
for this development was the flourishing of a camel-borne trans-Saharan commerce,
previously but a trickle across the great desert.AsWestAfrica became more firmly
connected to North Africa and the Mediterranean, Islam penetrated the region,
marking a gradual but major cultural transformation.All of this awaitedWestAfrica
in the postclassical era, submerging, but not completely eliminating, the decentralized
ciry life of the NigerValley.

289
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South of the Equator: The 'World of Bantu Africa
Farther south on the African continent, patterns ofhistorical change differed from

those that gave rise to the small civilizations of Nubia/Merod,Axum, and the Niger

Il-iver valley. In this vast region, and particularly south of the equator, the most signif-

icant development of the classical era involved the accelerating movement of Bantu-

speaking peoples into the enormous subcontinent. It was a process that had begun

many centuries earlier from a homeland region in what is now southeastern Nigeria

and the Cameroons. In the long run, that nlovement of peoples generated some 4oo

distinct but closely related languages, known collectively as Bantu. By the first cen-

tury c.E., agricultural peoples speaking Bantu languages had largely occupied the

forest regions ofequatorial Africa, and at least a few ofthem had probably reached

the East African coast. In the several centuries that followed, they established them-

selves quite rapidly in most of eastern and southern Africa (see Map Z.r), introduc-

ing immense economic and cultural changes to a huge region of the continent.

Bantu expansion was not a conquest or invasion such as that of Alexander the

Great:nor was it a massive and selGconscious migration like that of Europeans to

the Americas. Rather, it was a slow nlovenrent of peoples, perhaps a few extended

families at a time, but taken as a whole, it brought to Africa south of the equator a

measure of cultural and linguistic commonaliry marking it as a distinct region of the

continent.

Cultural Encounters

I ConnectiOn That movement of peoples also generated numerous cross-cultural encounters, as

In what ways did the the Bantu-speaking newconlers interacted with already-established societies, chang-

arrival of Bantu-speaking ing both of them in the process.Among those encounters, none was more significant
peoples stimulate cross- 

than that bewveen the agricultural Bantu and the gathering and hunting peoples who
cultural interaction? 

earlier occupied Africa south of the equator. This wa, part of a long-ternt global

phenomenon in which farmers largely replaced foragers as the dominant people on

the planet (see ChaPter z).

In this encounter, Bantu-speaking farrners had various advantages. One was

numerical, as agriculture generated a lnore productive econony' enabling larger

numbers to live in a smaller area than was possible with a gathering and hunting

way of life. Another advantage was disease, for the farnrers brought with them both

parasitic and infectious diseases-rnalaria, for example-to which foraging people

had little immuniry. A third advantage was iron, so useful for tools and weapons,

which Bantu migrants brought to many of their interactions with peoples still oper-

ating with stone-age technology.Thus, during the classical era, gathering and hunt-

ing peoples were displaced, absorbed, or largely eliminated in tnost parts of Africa

south of the equator-but not everywhcre'

In the Kalahari region of southwestern Africa and a few places in East Africa,

gathering and hunting peoples such as the San (see Chapter t) survived into rnod-

ern times. Furthermore, many of the Bantu languages of southern Africa retain to
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this day the distinctive "clicks" that they
borrowed from the now-vanished gath-
ering and hunting peoples who long
preceded them in the region.

In the rain forest region of Central
Africa, the foraging llatwa (Pygmy)
people, at least some of thern, becante
"forest specialists" rvho produced honey,
wild game, elephant products, animal
skins, and medicinal barks and plants, all
of which entered regional trading net-
works in exchange for the agricultural
products of their Bantu neighbors.They
also adopted Bantu languages, while
maintaining a nonagricultural lifestyle
and a separate identity. For their part,
the Bantu farmers regarded their Batwa
neighbors as first-comers to the region and therefore closest to the ancestral and
territorial spirits that determined the fertiliry of the land and people. Thus, as

forest-dwelling and Bantu-speaking fanners grew in nurnbers and created chief-
doms, those chief appropriared the llatwa title of "owners of the land" for thenr-
selves, clairned Batwa ancestry, and portrayed the Batwa as the original "civilizers"
of the earth.6

In other ways as well, Bantu cultures changed as they encountered different
peoples. In the drier environnrent of East Africa, the yanr-based agriculture of the
west African Bantu homeland was unable to support their growing nunrbers, so
Bantu farmers increasingly adopted grains as well as donresticated sheep and cattle
fronr the already-established people of the region. Their agriculture also was
enriched by acquiring a variety of food crops fronr Southeast Asia-coconurs, sug-
arcane, and especially bananas-which were brought to East Africa by Indonesian
sailors and immigrants early in the first nrillennium c.E. Ilanru farmers then spread
this agricultural package and rheir acquired ironworking technology throughout
the vast area of eastern and southern Africa, probably reaching present-day South
Africa by 4oo c).E.They also brought a cornnron set of cultural and social practices,
which diffused widely across Bantu Africa. One prorninent historian describecl
these practiccs as enconrpassing.

in religion, the centrality of ancestor observances; in philosophy, the problern of
evil understood as the corlsequence of inclividual nralice or of thc failure to
honor onei ancestors; in music, an enrphasis on polyrhythnric perfornrance'
with drunrs as the key instrunrent; in dance,a ncw fbrnr of expression in which
a variery of prescribed body rnovements took preference over fbotwork; and irr
agriculture, the pre-eminence of women as the rvorkers and innovators.T

All of this becar'e part of the colnmon culture of Bantu-speakingAfrica.

Khoikhoi of South Africa
The Khoikhoi people of
South Africa, severaL of
whom are shown here in an
1886 photograph, were orig-
inally gatherers and hunters
who adopted cattle and
sheep raising from out-
siders, perhaps from early
Bantu-speaking immigrants
to the region, but did not
practice agriculture. Living in
southern Africa for most of
the last two millennia, they
illustrate the interaction and

selective cultural bonowing
that took place among the
various peoples of the
region. (Hulton-Deutsch

Co I lection /Co rbis)
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Society and Religion

In the thousand years or so (5oo-r5oo c.r.) that followed their initial colonization

of Africa south of the equator, agricultural Bantu-speaking peoples also created a

wide variery of quite distinct societies and cultures. Some-in present-day Kenya,

for example-organized themselves without any formal political specialists at all.

Instead they made decisions, resolved conflicts, and maintained order by using kin-

ship structures or lineage principles supplemented by age grades, which joined

men of a particular generation together across various lineages (see Document 2.2,

pp. 3o9-ro). Elsewhere, lineage heads who acquired a measure of personal wealth

or who proved skillful at mediating between the local spirits and the people might

evolve into chiefs with a modest political authorify. In several areas, such as the

region around LakeVictoria or present-day Zimbabwe, larger and more substan-

tial kingdoms evolved. Along the East African coast after Iooo C.E., dozens of rival

ciry-states linked the African interior with the commerce of the Indian Ocean

basin (see Chapter 8). The kind of sociery that developed in any particular area

depended on a host of local factors, including population densiry trading oppor-

tunities, and interaction among culturally different peoples.

In terms of religion, Bantu practice in general placed less emphasis on a High

or Creator God, who was viewed as remote and largely uninvolved in ordinary life,

and focused instead on ancestral or nature spirits. The power of dead ancestors

might be accessed through rituals of sacrifice, especially that of cattle. Supernatural

power deriving from ancient heroes, ancestors, or nature spirits also resided in charms,

which could be activated by proper rituals and used to control the rains, defend the

village, achieve success in hunting, or identify witches. Belief in witches was wide-

spread, reflecting the idea that evil or misfortune was the work of malicious people.

Diviners, skilled in penetrating the world of the supernatural, used dreams, visions,

charms, or trances to identify the source of misfortune and to prescribe remedies.'W'as

a particular illness the product ofbroken taboos, a dishonored ancestor, an unhappy

nature spirit, or a witch?"Was a remedy to be found in a cleansing ceremony, a sac-

rifice to an ancestor, the activation of a charm, or the elimination of a witch?' Such

issues constantly confronted the people of Bantu Africa.

Unlike the major monotheistic religions, with their "once and for all" revela-

tions from God through the Christian Bible or the Muslim Quran, Bantu religious

practice was predicated on the notion of "continuous revelation"-the possibiliry

of constantly receiving new messages from the world beyond. Moreover, unlike

Buddhism, Christianiry or Islam, Bantu religions were geographically confined,

intended to explain, predict, and control local affairs, with no missionary impulse

or inclination toward universality.

Civilizations of Mesoamerica
'Westward across the Atlantic Ocean lay the altogether separate world of the Amer-

icas.Although geography permitted some interaction between African and Eurasian
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peoples,theAtlantic and Pacific oceans ensured that the cultures and societies of the
'Western Hemisphere had long operated in a world apart from their Afro-Eurasian
counterparts. Nor were the cultures of the Americas stimulated by the kind of
fruitful interaction among their own peoples that played such an imporrant role in
the Eastern Hemisphere. Nothing similar ro the contact between Egypt and
Mesopotamia, or Persia and the Greeks, or the extensive communication along the
Silk Road trading network enriched the two major centers of civilization in the
Americas-Mesoamerica and theAndes-which had little if any direct contact wirh
each other. Furthermore, the remarkable achievements of early Americ an civtliza-
tions and cultures occurred without the large domesticated animals or ironworking
technologies that were so important throughout the Eastern Hemisphere.

Accounts ofpre-ColumbianAmerican societies often focus primarily on theAztec
and Inca empires (see chapter 13), yet these impressive creations, flourishing in the
fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, were but the latest in a long line of civiliza-
tions that preceded them in Mesoamerica and the Andes respectively. Although
these two regions housed the vast majoriry of the population of theAmericas, the
peoples of North America, the Amazon River basin, and elsewhere were the cen-
ters of their own worlds and made their own histories. It is the period preceding
theAztecs and Incas that represents the classical era in the history of theAmericas.

Stretching from central Mexico to northern central America, the area known
as Mesoamerica was, geographically speaking, one of "extraordinary diversiry com-
pressed into a relatively small space."e That environment ranged from steamy low-
land rain forests to cold and windy highland plateaus, cut by numerous mountains
and valleys and generating many microclimates. Such conditions contributed to
substantial linguistic and ethnic diversiry and to many distinct and competing cities,
chiefdoms, and states.

Despite this diversiry Mesoamerica, like Bantu Africa, was also a distinct region,
bound together by elements of a common culture. Its many peoples shared an inten-
sive agricultural technology devoted to raising maize, beans, chili peppers, and squash;
they prepared maize in a distinctive and highly nutririous fashion;
they based their economies on market exchange; they practiced
religions featuring a similar pantheon of deities, belief in a cosmic
cycle of creation and destruction, human sacrifice, and monu-
mental ceremonial centers; they employed a common ritual cal-
endar of z6o days and hieroglyphic writing; and they interacted
frequently among themselves. During the first millennium s.c.r.,
for example, the various small states and chiefcloms of the region,
particularly the Olmec, exchanged a number of luxury goods used
to display social status and for ritual purposes-jade, serpentine,
obsidian tools, ceramic pottery, shell ornaments, stingray spines,
and turtle shells.As a result, aspects of Olmec culrure, such as artis-
tic sryles, temple pyramids, the calendar system, and rituals involv-
ing human sacrifice, spread widely throughout Mesoamerica and
influenced many of the civilizations that followed.

Classical Civilizations of
Mesoamerica

MEXICO

! Territoryof theMaya

€ Sphere of influence of Teotihuacen

PACIFIC OCEAN
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The Maya: Writing and Wafare

I Comparison
With what Eurasian

civilizations might the
Maya be compared?

Arnong the Mesoamerican civilizations, none has attracted more attention than that

of the Maya, the major classical civilization of Mesoamerica. Scholars have traced

the beginnings of the Maya people to ceremonial centers constructed as early as

2ooo B.C.E. in present-day Guatemala and theYucatin region of Mexico, but it was

during the classical phase of Maya civilization, between z5o and 9oo C.E., that their

most notable cultural achievements emerged. Their intellectuals, probably priests,

developed a mathematical system that included the concept of zero and place nota-

tion and was capable of complex calculations. They combined this nrathematical

abiliry with careful observation of the night skies to plot the cycles of planets, to

predict eclipses of the sun and the moon, to construct elaborate calendars, and to

calculare accurately the length of the solar year.The distinctive art of the Maya elite,

featured in Visual Sources: Art and the Maya Elite, pages z16-23, was likewise

impressive to later observers.

Accompanying these intellectual and artistic achievements was the creation of
the most elaborate writing system in the Americas, which used both pictographs

and phonetic or syllabic elements. Carved on stone and written on bark paper or

deerskin books, Mayan writing recorded historical events, masses of astronomical

data, and religious or ntythological texts.Temples, pyramids, palaces, and public plazas

abounded, graced with painted nrurals and endless stone carving. It is not surpris-

ing that early scholars viewed Maya civilization as a peaceful society led by gentle

stargazing priest-kings devoted to temple building and intellectual pursuits.

The economic foundations for these cultural achievements were entbedded in

an "almost totally engineered landscape."'o The Maya drained swamps' terraced hill-

sides, flattened ridgetops, and constructed an elaborate water management system.

Much of this underpinned a flourishing agriculture, which supported a very rapidly

growing and dense population by ZSo c.s. This agriculture sustained substantial elite

classes of nobles, priests, nrerchants, architects, and sculptors, as well as specialized

artisans producing pottery, tools, and cotton textiles.And it was sufliciently produc-

tive to free a large labor force for work on the many public structures that continue

to amaze contenlporary visitors.
'We now know that these nrany achievements took place within a highly frag-

nrented political system of city-states, local lords, and regional kingdonrs with no

central authoriry with frequent warfare, and with the extensive capture and sacrifice

of prisoners (see Visual Source 7.2, p. 3rg).The larger political units of Maya civi-

lization were densely populated urban and ceremonial centers, ruled by powerful

kings, who were divine rulers or "state shamans" able to nrediate between human-

kind and the supernatural. One of these cities,Tikal, contained perhaps 5o.ooo people,

with another 5o,ooo or so in the surrounding countryside, by 75o Cl.E. ' 
| (See the chap-

ter opening photo, p. z8o, of a tenlple from Tikal.) Some of these city-states were

clearly imperialistic, but none succeeded in creating a unified Maya empire.Various

centers of Maya civilization rose and fell; fluctuating alliances among thenl alternated

with periods of sporadic wafare; ruling families intermarried; the elite classes sought
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luxury goods from far away-jade, gold, shells, feathers from exotic birds, cacao-
to bolster their authoriry and status. In its political dimensions, classical Maya civiliza-
tion more closely resembled the competing ciry-states of ancient Mesopotanria or
classical Greece than the imperial structures of l\onre, Persia, or China.

But that imposing civilization collapsed with a completeness and rapidity rare
in world history. In less than a century following rhe onset of a long-term drought
in 84o, the population of the low-lying sourhern heartla'd of the Maya dropped by
85 percent or more as famine, epidemic, and fratricidal wadare reaped a horrific toll.
It was a catastrophe from which there was no recovery. Elements of Maya culture
survived in scattered settlements, but the great cities were deserred, and large-scale
construction and artistic work ceased.The last date inscribed in stone corresponds
to 9o9 c.E. As a con.rplex civilization, the Maya had passed into history.

Explaining this renurkable demise has long kept scholars guessing. It seems clear
that neither foreign invasion nor internal rebellion played a major role, as they had
in the collapse of the Roman and Chinese ernpires. One recent account focuses on
ecological and political factors. '' Extremely rapid population growth after 6oo c;.E.

pushed total Maya nunrbers to perhaps 5 million or more and soon outstripped
available resources, resulting in delorestation and the erosion of hillsides. Under such
conditions, climate change in the form of prolonged droughts in the goos may well
have triggered the collapse, while political disunity and endernic rivalries prevented
a coordinated and effective response to the emerging catastrophe. Maya wadare in
fact became ntore frequent as competition for increasingly scarce land for cultiva-
tion became sharper.whatever rhe precise explanation, the Maya collapse, like that
of the Romans and others, illustrates the fragiliry of civilizations, whether they are
embodied in large enrpires or organized in a more decentralized fashion.

Tbotihuacdn: The Americas' Createst City
At roughly the sanre time as the Maya flourished in the southern regions of I Connection
Mesoamerica, the giant ciry of Teotihuacin, to the north in the Valley of Mexico, In what ways did
was also thriving. Begun around rJo B.c.E. and apparently built to a plan rather rhan Teotihuac6n shape the

evolving haphazardly, the city came to occupy about eight square miles and by historyofMesoamerica?

i5o c.E. had a population variously estinated between roo,ooo and zoo,ooo. It was
by far the largest urban complex in the Americas at the time and one of the six
largest in the world. Beyond this, much about Teotihuac6n is unknown, such as its
original name, the language of its people, the kind of government that ordered its
life, and the precise function of its many deities.

Physically, the ciry was enormously impressive, replete with broad avenues, spa-
cious plazas, huge marketplaces, temples, palaces, apartment cornplexes, slums, water-
ways, reservoirs, drainage systems, and colorful murals. Along the main north,/south
boulevard, now known as the Street of the Dead, were the grand homes of rhe elite,
the headquarters of state authorities, many temples, and two giant pyramids. one of
them, the Pyramid of the Sun, had been consrruced over an ancienr tunnel leading
to a cave and may well have been regarded as the site of creation itself,the birthplace
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A Murat ofTeotihuacdn
This mural depicts the para-

dise of Tlatoc, the god of the

rain, which was available

only to those who had died

through drownin g, storms,

or lightning. Fish and human

figures swim and play in the

river, while others cavort on

the Iand in what seems to

be a fertile and happy place.

The dating of such murals

is uncertain, but most

were apparently created

between 45o and 65o c.r.

(Richard Seaman www.richard

-seaman.com)
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of the sun and the moon.At theTemple of the Feathered Serpent, archeologists have

found the remains of some 2oo people, their hands and arms tied behind them; they

were the apparently unwilling sacrificial victims meant to accompany into the after-

life the high-ranking persons buried there.

Offthe main avenues in a gridlike pattern of streets lay thousands of residential

apartment compounds, home to the ciry's commoners, each with its own kitchen

area, sleeping quarters, courryards, and shrines. In these compounds, perhaps in

groups of related families or lineages, lived many of the farmers who tilled the lands

outside the ciry.Thousands of Maya specialists-masons, leather workers, potters,

construction laborers, merchants, civil servants-also made their homes in these

apartments. So too did skilled makers of obsidian blades, who plied their trade in

hundreds of separate workshops, generating products that were in great demand

throughout Mesoamerica. At least two small sections of the city were reserved

exclusively for foreigners.

Buildings, both public and private, were decorated with mural paintings, sculp-

tures, and carvings. Many of these works of art display abstract geometric and stylized

images. Others depict gods and goddesses, arrayed in various forms-feathered ser-

pents, starfish, jaguars, flowers, and warriors. One set of murals shows happy people

cavorting in a paradise of irrigated fields, playing games, singing, and chasing butter-

flies, which were thought to represent the souls of the dead.Another portrays danc-

ing warriors carrying elaborate curved knives, to which were attached bleeding

human hearts.

The art of Teotihuac6n, unlike that of the Maya, has revealed few images of self-

glori$ring rulers or individuals. Nor did the city have a tradition of written public

inscriptions as the Maya did, although a

number of glyphs or characters suggest

at least a limited form of writing. One

scholar has suggested that "the rulers of
Teotihuacin might have intentionally

avoided the personaliry cult ofthe dytt*-
tic art and writing" so characteristic of
the Maya.t3 Some have argued that those

rulers may have constituted an oligarchy

or council ofhigh-ranking elites rather

than a single monarch.

However it was governed, Teo-

tihuac6n cast a huge shadow over

Mesoamerica, particularly from 3oo to

6oo c.r., although scholars disagree as

to precisely how its power and influence

were exercised. A core region of per-

haps ro,ooo square miles was adminis-

tered direcdy from the city itself, while
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tribute was no doubt exacted from other areas within its broader sphere of influence.
At a greater distance, the power ofTeotihuac6n's armies gave it a presence in the Maya
heartland more than 6oo miles to the east. At least one Maya ciry Kaminalijuyu in
the southern highlands, was completely taken over by the Teotihuac6n military and
organized as a colony. In Tikal, a major lowland Maya ciry in the year 378 c.r.,
agents ofTeotihuacln apparendy engineered a coup that placed a collaborator on the
throne and turned the city for a time into an ally or a satellite. Elsewhere-in the
Zapotec capital of Monte Alban, for example-murals show unarmed persons from
Teotihuacin engaged in what seems to be more equal diplomatic relationships.

At least some of this political and military activity was no doubt designed to
obtain, either by trade or by tribute, valued commodities from afar-food prod-
ucts, cacao beans, tropical bird feathers, honey, salt, medicinal herbs. The presence
in Teotihuacin of foreigners, perhaps merchants, from the Gulf coast and Maya
lowlands, as well as much pottery from those regions, provides further evidence of
long-distance trade. Moreover, the sheer size and prestige ofreotihuacin surely per-
suaded many, all across Mesoamerica, to imitate the architectural and artistic sryles
of the ciry. Thus, according to a leading scholar, "Teotihuacin meant something of
surpassing importance far beyond its core area."'4 Almost a thousand years after its
still-mysterious collapse around 6Jo c.8., the peoples of the Aztec Empire dubbed
the great metropolis asTeotihuacin, the "ciry of the gods."

297

Civilizations of the Andes
Yet another center of civilization in the Americas lay in the dramatic landscape of
the Andes. Bleak deserts along the coast supported human habitation only because
they were cut by dozens of rivers flowing down from the mountains, offering the
possibility of irrigation and cultivation.The offshore waters of the Pacific Ocean also
provided an enormously rich marine environment with an endless supply of sea-
birds and fish.The Andes themselves, a towering mountain chain with many high-
land valleys, afforded numerous distinct ecological niches, depending on altitude. on
its steep slopes, people carved out huge staircase rerrace sysrems, which remain
impressive in the twenty-first century.

The most well known of the civilizations to take shape in this environment
was that of the Incas, which encompassed practically the entire region, some
z,5oo miles in length, in the fifteenth century. Yet the Incas represented only
the most recent and the largest in a long history of civilizations in the area.

The coastal region of central Peru had in fact generated one of the
world's First Civilizations, known as Norte Chico, dating back to around
3ooo B.c.E. (see Chapter 3).The classical era in Andean civilization, roughly
rooo B.C.E. to rooo c.r., provides an opportuniry to look briefly at several
of the cultures that followed Norte Chico and preceded the Inca civilization.
Because none of them had developed writing, historians are largely depend-
ent on archeology for an understanding of these civilizations.

Classical Civitizations of
the Andes
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I Connection
What kind of influence
did Chavin exert in the
Andes region?

Chauin: A Pan-Andean Religious Mouement

In both the coastal and highland regions of Peru, archeologists have uncovered

numerous local ceremonial centers or temple complexes, dating to between zooo

and rooo s.c.e . Often constructed in a characteristic U shape, they were associated

with small-scale irrigation projects and suggest the growing authority of religious

leaders. Human trophy heads indicate raiding, wafare, and violence among these

local centers. Then around 9oo lJ.(1.8., one of them, located in the Andean high-

lands at a village called Chavin de Huintar, became the focus of a religious move-

ment that soon swept through both coastal and highland Peru.

Chavin de Huintar enjoyed a stratellic location, high in the Andes and situated

on trade routes to both the coastal region to the west and the Amazon rain forest to

the east. By perhaps 7io B.(t.E., it had become a small town of z,ooo to 3,ooo people'

with clear distinctions berween an elite class, who lived in stone houses, and ordinary

people, with adobe dwellinp. An elaborate temple complex included numerous gal-

leries, hidden passageways, staircases, ventilation shafts, drainage canals, and distinctive

carvings. Little is known about the rituals or beliefs that animated Chavin's religious

practice, but the artwork suggests that it drew on ideas from both the desert coastal

region and the rain forests. Major deities were represented as jaguars, crocodiles, and

snakes, all of them native to the Amazon basin. Shamans or priests likely made use of
the San Pedro cactus, native to the Andes Mountains, employing its hallucinogenic

properties to penetrate the supernatural world. Some of the fantastic arrwork of this

civilization-its jaguar-hunran images, for example-may well reflect the visions of
these religious leaders.

Over the next several centuries, this blended religious nlovement proved xttrac-

tive across much of Peru and beyond, as Chavin-style architecture, sculpture, pottery

religious images, and painted textiles were widely imitated within the region. Chavin

itself became a pilgrimage site and perhaps a training center for initiates from dis-

tant centers. At locations three weeks or more away by llama caravan, temples were

remodeled to resemble that of Chavin, although in many cases with locally inspired

variarions.'5 Much of the spread of Chavin religious imagery and practice paralleled

the trade routes that linked highland and coastal Peru.Although there is some evi-

dence for violence and wafare, no Chavin "empire" emerged. Instead, a widespread

religious cult, traveling on the back of a trading network, provided for the first time

and for several centuries a llleasure of economic and cultural integration to much

of the Peruvian Andes.

Moche: A Regional Andean Ciuilization

By zoo ts.c.E., rhe pan-Andes chavin cult had faded, replaced by a number of
regional civilizations. Anrong theu.r, the Moche civilization clearly stands out.

Dominating a z5o-r.nile stretch of Peru's northern coast and incorporating thirteen

river valleys, the Moche people flourished berr,veen about roo and 8oo t:.r'. Their

I Description
What features of Moche

life characterize it as a

civilization?
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economy was rooted in a complex irrigation systern, requiring constant nulntenance,
which funneled runoff from the Andes into fields of maize, beans, and squash and
acres of cotton, all fertilized by rich bird droppings called guano. Moche fishermen
also harvested millions of anchovies from the bountiful Pacific.

Politically, Moche was governed by warrior-priests, some of whom lived atop
huge pyramids.The largest of these structures, dubbed the Pyramid of the Sun, had
been constructed from r43 million sun-dried bricks. There shaman-rulers, often
under the influence of hallucinogenic drugs, conducted ancient rituals that rnedi-
ated between the world of humankind and that of the gods.They also presided over
the ritual sacrifice of human victims, drawn from their nrany prisoners ofwar, which
became central to the politico-religious life of the Moche. Irnages on Moche pot-
tery show a ruler attired in a magnificent feather headdress and seated on a pyramid,
while a parade of naked prisoners marches past hin. Other scenes of decapitation
and dismemberment indicate the fate that awaited those destined for sacrifice. For
these rulers, the Moche world was apparently one of war, ritual, and diplonracy.

The immense wealth of this warrior-priest elite and the exquisite artistry of
Moche craftsmen are reflected in the elaborate burials accorded the rulers.At one site,
Peruvian archeologists uncovered the final resting place of three such individuals,
whom they nanred the Lords of Sipan. Laid in adobe burial chanrbers, one above
the otheg each was decked out in his ceremonial regalia-elaborate gold masks,
necklaces, and headdresses; turquoise and gold bead bracelets; cotton tunics covered
with copper plates; a gold rattle showing a Moche warrior smashing a prisoner with
his war club; and a copper knife. In zoo5, in another rer.narkable discovery dating
to about 45o c.E.,archeologists found the burial place of a very high-sratus wonlan,
who was in her late twenties and heavily tattooed. She had been laid to rest with
hundreds of funeral objects, including gold sewing needles; weaving tools; much
gold, silver, and copper jewelry; and a female sacrificial victir.r.r lying beside her. Even
more suggestive were two elaborate war clubs and twenry-three spear throwers.Was
she perhaps a warrior, a priest, or a ruler?

The most accessible aspect of Moche life and nruch of what scholars know about
the Moche world derive from the superb skill of their craftspeople, such as metal-
workers, potters, weavers, and painters. Face rnasks, figures of anir.nals, small earrippp,
and other jewelry items, many plated in gold, display anrazing technical abilities and
a striking artistic sensibility. On their ceramic pottery are naturalistic portraits of noble
lords and rulers and irnages from the life of conlnlon people, including the blind
and the sick. Battle scenes show warriors confronting their enemies with raised clubs.
Erotic encounters befween men and wonren and gods making love to hur.nans like-
wise represent comnlon themes, as do grotesque images of their many gods and god-
desses. Much of this, of course, reflects the culture of the Moche elite.we know much
less about the daily life of the fartners, fishermen, weavers, traders. construction work-
ers, and servants whose labor made that elite culture possible.

These cultural achievements, however, rested on fragile environnrental founda-
tions, for the region was subject to drought, earthquakes, and occasional torrential
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The Lord of Sipan

The Moche ruler in the cen-

ter of the grave, dating to

about z9o c.8., was about

forty years old when he died

and, at five feet five inches,

was quite tall for the time.

Except for early signs of

arthritis, he was in good

health and seems to have

performed tittle physicat

labor during his life.

Accompanying him in death

were the four individuals

shown here, plus three
young women, a priest, a

guard, a dog, and consider-

able food and drink. (o Kevin

Schafer/Corbis)

rains associated with El Nifro episodes (dramatic changes in weather patterns caused

by periodic warming of Pacific Ocean currents). Scholars believe that during the

sixth century C.E. some combination of these forces caused extended ecological dis-

ruption, which seriously undermined Moche civilizarion. In these circumstances, the

Moche were vulnerable to aggressive neighbors and possibly to internal social ten-

sions as well. By the end of the eighth century c.E., that civilization had passed into

history.t6

The Chavin and Moche civilizations were but two of the many that grew up in

the Andes region before the Incas consolidated the entire area into a single empire.

The Nazca, for example, on the arid southern coast of Peru, have become famous

for their underground irrigation canals, polychrome pottery and textiles, but espe-

cially for their gigantic and mysterious lines in the desert in the form of monkeys,

birds, spiders, whales, and various abstract designs. In the interior, a series of larger

states emerged. One of them was centered onTiwanaku, a ciry of monumental build-

ings and perhaps 4o,ooo to 5o,ooo people that flourished during much of the first

millennium c.E. The Huari and Chimu kingdoms were further examples of this

Andean civilization, to which the Incas gave a {inal and spectacular expression before

all of the Americas was swallowed up in European empires from across the sea.
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North America in the Classical Era:
From Chaco to Cahokia
The peoples of the Americas in the pre-columbian era might be divided
into three large groupings.The most prominent and well known are those of
the Mesoamerican and Andean regions, where cities, states, and dense pop-
ulations created civilizations broadly similar to those of classical Eurasia.
Elsewhere, gathering and hunting peoples carried on the most ancient of
human adaptations to the environment. Arctic and subarctic cultures; the
bison hunters of the Great Plains; the complex and settled communities of
the Pacific coast, such as the chumash (see chapter r);nomadic bands living
in the arid regions of southern South America-all of these represent the
persistence of gathering and hunting peoples in substantial regions of the North America in the Classical Era
Americas.

Even larger areas-the eastern woodlands of the United States, Central Amer-
ica, the Amazon basin, the caribbean islands-were populated by peoples some-
times defined as "semi-sedentary."tTThese were agricultural societies, although less
intensive and productive than those of Mesoamerica or the Andes and supporting
usually much smaller populations. Nor did they generare large urban centers or inclu-
sive empires.

These peoples who lived beyond the direct reach of the major civilizations also
made their own histories, changing in response to their unique environments, their
interactions with outsiders, and their own visions of the world. The Anasazi of the
southwestern United States, now called the Ancestral pueblo, and the mound_
building cultures of the eastern woodlands provide two illustrations from North
America during the classical era.

Pit Houses and Great Houses:The Ancestral pueblo

The southwestern region of North America, an arid land cut by mountain ranges
and large basins,first acquired maize from its place of origin in Mesoamerica dur_
ing the second millennium u.c.r., but it took roughly 2,ooo years for that crop, later
supplemented by beans and squash, to become the basis of a settled agricultural way
of living. In a desert region, farming was risky, and maize had tJ be gradually
adapted to the local environment. Not until around 600 to goo c.E. did permanent
village life take hold widely. People then lived in pit houses with floors sunk several
feet below ground level. Some settlements had only a few such homes, whereas oth_
ers contained rwenry-five or more. By 9oo c.E., many of these villages also included
kivas, much larger pit structures used for ceremonial purposes, whici symbolized the
widespread belief that humankind emerged into this world from ,.roth.. world below.
Individual settlements were linked to one another in local trading nerworks and
sometimes in wider webs of exchange that brought them buffalo hiJes, copper, tur-
quoise, seashells, macaw feathers, and coiled baskets from quite distant locations.

I Comparison
In what ways were the
histories of the Ancestral
Puebto and the Mound
Builders similar to each
other, and how did they
differ?www.gl

sco
tt.
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Pueblo Bonito
called Pueblo Bonito ('pretty village") by the spanish, this great house ofthe Ancestral Pueblo people

was at its high point in the elevenih ..niury..r. The circular structures, known as kivas, were probabty

ceremoniaf sites. Their prominence, and the absence of major trash collections, have persuaded some

schotars that Pueblo Bonito was more of a ritual center than a residential town' (Courtesy' Chaco Canyon

National Historic Park)

These processes of change-growing dependence on agriculture, increasing

population, more intensive patterns of exchange-gave rise to larger settlements and

"a3"..rr, 
aboveground structures known as pueblos. The most spectacular of these

,ook ,h.p. in chaco canyon in what is now northwestern New Mexico. There,

berween 86o and rr3o C.8., five major pueblos emerged.This chaco Phenomenon

encompassed 25,ooo square miles and linked some seventy outlying settlements to

the main centers.The population was not large,perhaps as few as 5'ooo people'

although experts continue to debate the issue.The largest of these towns' or"great

houses,, Pueblo Bonito, stood five stories high and contained more than 6oo rooms

and many kivas. Hundreds of miles of roads, up to forty feet wide, radiated out from

chaco, likewise prompting much debate among scholars.without wheeled carts or

large domesticated animals, such an elaborate road system seems unnecessary for ordi-

,r.iy tr"d. or travel. Did the roads represent, as some scholars speculate, a "sacred

landscape which gave order to the world," joining its outlying comrnunities to a

"Middle Place," an entrance perhaps to the underworld?'8

Among the chaco elite were highly skilled astronomers' who constructed an

obr.rurtof,, ofthree large rock slabs situated so as to throw a beam oflight across
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a spiral rock carving behind it at the summer solstice. By the eleventh cenrury,
Chaco also had become a dominant center for the production of turquoise orna-
ments, which became a major item of regional comnterce, extending as far south as

Mesoamerica. Not all was sweetness and light, however.wafare, internal conflict, and
occasional cannibalism (a matter of much controversy among scholars) apparently
increased in frequency as an extended period of drought in the half century follow-
ing rr3o brought this flourishing culture to a rather abrupt end. By r2oo, the great
houses had been abandoned and their inhabitants scattered in small communiries
that later became the Pueblo peoples of more recent times.

The Mound Builders of the Eastern Woodlanils

Unlike the Chaco region in the southwest, the eastern woodlands of North America
and especially the Mississippi River valley hosted an independent Agricultural
Revolution. By zooo B.c.E., many of its peoples had dornesticated local plant spe-
cies, including sunflowers, sumpweed, goosefoot, some gourds and squashes, and a

form of artichoke.These few plants, however, were nor sufficient to support a fully
settled agricultural village life; rather they supplemented diets derived from gathering
and hunting without fundamentally changing that ancient way of life. Such peoples
created societies distinguished by arrays of large earthen mounds,found all over the
United States east of the Mississippi, prompting archeologists to dub then.r the Mound
IJuilders.'eThe earliest of them date to around 2ooo ts.c.E.,but the most elaborate
and widespread of these mound-building cultures took shape berween zoo s.c.p. and

4oo c.E. and is known to scholars as the Hopewell culture, after an archeological
site in Ohio.

Several features of the Hopewell culture have intrigued archeologists. Particu-
larly significant are the striking burial nrounds and geometric earthworks, sometimes
covering areas equivalent to several city blocks, and the wide variery of artifacts
found within ther.n-smoking pipes, human figurines, mica mirrors, flint blades, fab-
rics, and jewelry of all kinds. The rrrounds themselves were no doubt the focus of
elaborate burial rituals, but some of them were aligned with the moon rvith such
precision as to allow the prediction of lunar eclipses. I)eveloped most elaborately in
the ohio River valley, Hopewell-sryle earthworks, artifacts, and cerenronial pottery
have also been found throughout the easrern woodlands region of NorthAmerica.
Hopewell centers in ohio contained mica from the Appalachian Mountains, vol-
canic glass fromYellowstone, conch shells and sharks'teeth from the Gulf of Mexico,
and copper from the Great Lakes. All of this suggests an enornlous "Hopewell
Interaction Sphere," linking this huge region in a loose nerwork of exchange, as

well as a measure of cultural borrowing of religious ideas and practices within this
immense afea.to

The next and most spectacular phase in the history of these rround-building
peoples took shape as corn-based agriculture, derived ultimately but indirectly
fronr Mexico, gained ground in the Mississippi valley after 8oo c.e ., allowing larger
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populations and more complex societies to emerge. The dominant center was

Cahokia, near present-day St. Louis, Missouri, which flourished from about 9oo to

r2jo c.E. Its central mound, a terraced pyramid o[four levels, measured r,ooo feet

long by 7oo feet wide, rose more than Ioo feet above the ground, and occupied

fifteen acres. It was the largest structure north of Mexico, the focal point of a com-

munity numbering ro,ooo or more people,and the center of a widespread trad-

ing network (see an artist's reconstruction of Cahokia on p.66).

Cahokia emerged and flourished at about the same time as did the great houses

of Chaco canyon, but its urban presence was far larger than that of its southwest-

ern counterpart. Both were made possible by the arrival of corn-based agriculture,

originating in Mesoamerica, though direct contact with Mexico is much more

apparent in Chaco. Finally, Cahokia emerged as the climax of a long history of
mound-building cultures in the eastern woodlands, whereas Chaco was more of a

"start-up" culture, emerging quite quickly "with a relatively shallow history."''

Evidence from burials and from later Spanish observers suggests that Cahokia

and other centers of this Mississippi culture were stratified societies with a clear

elite and with rulers able to mobilize the labor required to build such enormous

structures. One high-status male was buried on a platform of zo,ooo shell beads,

accompanied by 8oo arrowheads, sheets of copper and mica, and a number of sac-

rificed men and women nearby." well after cahokia had declined and was aban-

doned, sixteenth-century Spanish and French explorers encountered another such

chie{ilom among the Natchez people,located in southwestern Mississippi. Paramount

chiefs, known as Great Suns, dressed in knee-length fur coats and lived luxuriously

in deerskin-covered homes.An elite class of "principal men" or "honored peoples"

clearly occupied a different status from commoners, sometimes referred to as "stink-

ards."These sharp class distinctions were blunted by the requirement that upper-

class people, including the Great Suns, had to marry "stinkards."

The military capacity of these Mississippi chiefdoms greatly impressed European

observers, as this Spanish account indicates:

The next day the cacique [paramount chief] arrived with zoo canoes filled with

men, having weapons. . . the warriors standing erect from bow to stern, holding

bows and arrows.... [F]rom under the canoPy where the chief man was, the

course was directed and orders issued to the rest.... [W]hat with the awnings.

the plumes, the shields, the pennons, and the number of people in the fleet, it

appeared like a famous armada of galleys''3

Here then in the eastern woodlands of North America were peoples who inde-

pendently generated a modest Agricultural Revolution, assimilated corn and beans

from distant sources, developed increasingly complex societies, and created monu-

mental structures, new technologies, and artistic traditions. In doing so, they gave rise

to a regional cultural complex that enveloped much of the United States east of the

Mississippi in a nerwork of ceremonial, economic, and cultural exchange-
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t:f Reflections: Deciding'W'hat's Important:
Balance in'World History

Among the perennial problems that teachers and writers of world history confront
is sorting through the vast record of times past and choosing what to include and
what to leave out. A related issue involves the extent to which particular peoples or
civilizations will be treated. Should the Persians get as much space as the Greeks?
Does Africa merit equal treatment with Eurasia? where do the Americas fit in the
larger human story? What, in short, are the criteria for deciding what is important
in telling the story of the human venture?

one standard might be duration. Should ways of living that have endured for
longer periods of time receive greater attention than those of lesser length? If his-
torians followed only this criterion, then the Paleolithic era of gathering and hunt-
ing should occupy 90 percent or more of any world history text. On the other hand,
perhaps change is more important than continuiry. If so, then something new mer-
its more space than something old.Thus we pay attention to both agriculture and
civilizations because they represent significant turning points in human experlence.
Population provides yet another principle for determining inclusion.That, of course,
is the reason that Eurasia, with about 80 percent of the world's population during the
classical era, is addressed in three chapters of this book, whereas Africa and the
Americas together receive only one chapter.There is also the related issue of influ-
ence. Buddhism, Christianiry and Islam spread more widely and shaped the lives of
more people than did the religions of the Maya or the Bantu-speaking peoples of
Africa. Do the major religions therefore deserve more extended treatment? Still
another factor involves the availabiliry of evidence. In this respect, classical-era
Eurasia generated far more written records than either Africa or the Americas did,
and therefore its history has been investigated far more thoroughly.

A final possible criterion involves the location of the historian and his or her
audience. The recent development of world history as a field of study has sought
vigorously to counteract a Eurocentric telling of the human story. Still, is there any-
thing inherently wrong with an account of world history that is centered on one's
own people?when I taught history in an Ethiopian high school in the mid-r96os,
I was guided by an Afrocentric curriculum, which focused first on Ethiopian his-
tory, then on Africa as a whole, and finally on the larger world. Might a world his-
torian from the Middle East, for example, legitimately strike a somewhar diflerent
balance in the treatment of various civilizations than someone writing for a largely
'Western audience or for Chinese readers?

Any account of the world's past will mix and match these criteria in various and
contested ways.Among scholars, there exists neither a consensus about this question
nor any formula to ensure a "proper" balance.You may want to consider whether
the balance struck in this chapter, this section, and the book as a whole is appropri-
ate or somehow out of line.
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$..o'.'d fhorghtt
What's the Significance?

To assess your mastery of the MerO€ Maya CiviliZatiOn ChaCO PhenOmenOn

material in this chapter, visit Axum TeotihuaC6n Mound BuilderS/Cahokia
the Student Center at

bedfordstmartins.com/strayer. Niger Valtey civilization Chavin

Bantu expansion Moche

Big Picture Questions

r. "The histories of Africa and the Americas during the classical era largely resemble those of

Eurasia." Do you agree with this statement? Exptain why or why not.

z. "The particutar cultures and societies of Africa and of the Americas discussed in this

chapter developed largely in isolation from one another." What evidence would support

this statement, and what might challenge it?

3. What generated change in the histories of Africa and the Americas during the classical era?

Next Steps: For Further Study

For web sites and additionat Richard E. W. Adams, Ancient Civilizations of the New World (tgg). A broad survey based on

documents related to this cunent ScholarShip of the Americas befOre ColumbuS.
chapter, see Make History at

bedrordstmartins.com/straver. 
Christopher Ehret, Ihe Civilizations of Africa (zooz). A recent overuiew of African history before

r8oo by a prominent schotar.

Brian M. Fagan, Ancient North America (zoo5). A prominent archeologist's account of North

American history.

Eric Gilbert and Jonathan T. Reynotds, Africa in World History (zoo4). An accessibte account of

African history set in a global context.

Guy Gugliotta, "The Maya: Glory and Ruin," Nafional Geographic (August zooT). A beautifully

illustrated account of the rise and fall of Maya civitization.

Kairn A. Klieman, "The ffrgmies Were Our Compass": Bantu and Batwa in the History of West

central Africa, Early Times to c. lgoo c.r. (zoo3). A schotarly examination of the Pygmies

(Batwa) of the Congo River basin and their interaction with Bantu-speaking peoples.

charles Mann, t4gt (zoo5). A thoughtful journalist's account, delightfutly written, of the

controversies surrounding the history of the Americas before r492.

"Ancient Africa's Btack Kingdoms," http://www.homestead.com/wysinger/ancientafrica.htmt.

A Web site exploring the history of Nubia.

"Maya Adventures," http://www.smm.org/sln/ma. A collection of text and pictures about the

Maya, past and Present.www.gl
sco
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